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Why Hate Speech seems to be so natural 
in Conflict Situation and how to eliminate it?



COMMUNICATION MODEL

• Intentions, thoughts and feelings of the transmitter and

behavior that he decides to follow

• The transmitter encodes the information in a communication / 

message /

• Channel through which this information is transmitted

• Decoding the information from the addressee -

the interpretation of the signals depends on this

how the recipient understands the code of the message

and from his intentions



COMMUNICATION MODEL

Internal response of the addressee

As he understood the information

Amount of noise

Anything that interferes with the communication process

Transmitter noise

Attitudes, prejudices, inability to speak his language,

inadaptability to information

Noise of the receiver

Experience, attitudes, prejudices,



DIFFICULTIES IN THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS

Different ways of perceiving things

Different ways of thinking

Different ways of expression

Information we retain and share

Different nonverbal behavior

Different styles of communication



FACTORS INFLUENCING EFFECTIVE 

COMMUNICATION

Beliefs

Perceptions

Values

Communication style



EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

Empathy - I look at the world through the eyes of others.

I understand them because I can put myself in their shoes.

I pay attention to all verbal

and nonverbal signals that they send, and I respond to them.

Heartiness and respect - I show in different ways

to other people that I exist for them, that I respect them,

that I perceive them, though not always

to approve of what they do.

I try to support them.



EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

Authenticity - I'm more natural,

than artificial    in communicating with other people.

I do not hide behind masks and roles.

Other people know what I want and what

I think they know my "I".

Specificity - I don't talk to people vaguely,

I do not express myself at all, nor do I try

to soften what I say

- it affects specific facts and behavior.

I express myself directly and specifically.



EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

Initiative - in my relationships with people

I act, not just react.

I'm looking for contact, not waiting for someone to overtake me.

I am spontaneous. When I'm in a group, I feel

participant in the interactions and engage in them.

Openness - I show others my inner self

"I", without exposing it.

Openness helps me get into strong relationships

with other people.

I was discovered without being a "secret seeker" and

"A storyteller" because I'm important

(or the other person), not my (his) secrets.



EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

Immediacy - in relation to others

I act openly and directly.

I know, and they know what I want from them.

Feelings and emotions - I'm not afraid to deal

immediately with feelings - mine or other people's.

In my relationship I try to give expression to what I feel.

I hope so from others, but I do not impose my feelings on them.

Constructive opposition is a way

to enter into relationships with other people and strive

to oppose them responsibly.



ONE-WAY COMMUNICATION

The transmitter does not know

how it is perceived and what the recipient

information does with it



TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION

The transmitter of the information is aware

how it is perceived and what

the recipient of the information does with it



EFFECTIVE FEEDBACK

Feedback is more of a description,

not an estimate.

Feedback is specific, not information at all.

Feedback takes into account the needs of the 

transmitter and the receiver of information.

Feedback refers to traits

which the receiver can change.



EFFECTIVE FEEDBACK

Feedback is expected, not forced.

Feedback is timely and most effective

after the event in question (subject to wish to be 

accepted by the other party)

To ensure proper communication we should 

check if our feedback is perceived according to 

our intentions.

When feedback is transmitted within per group, 

we can check if it is accepted with the help of the 

others present



THE GOOD LISTENER 

He does not appreciate the speaker

Does not give advice

He repeats for a while

in his own words what he heard



ACTIVE LISTENING

Watch what h speaker wants to tell you

and try to understand him

Focus your energy on the speaker

Check what you heard, to see if you got it right

Allow the speaker to understand that you are actually 

listening to him

Listen actively, but don't forget that you are a party and 

that it also follows to express your opinion

Don't just abuse listening



ACTIVE LISTENING TECHNIQUES - ENCOURAGEMENT

Purpose:

To show interest in this, which the speaker says

Encourage him to keep talking

How: We use neutral words

We do not agree or disagree

We change the timbre of our voice

Examples:

Say something more

What you say is interesting to me



ACTIVE LISTENING TECHNIQUES - CLARIFICATION

Purpose

Let's be clear

Let's get more information

Let's show the speaker that we listen to it and try to understand 

it

How

We ask questions

We emphasize vague sentences to clarify them

Examples

When did it happen?

What happened to what are you / who are you /?



ACTIVE LISTENING TECHNIQUES- PARAPHRASING

Purpose

To show that we listen and try

to understand what was said

Let's check if we understand correctly

what we hear

How

From time to time we paraphrase

the main ideas and facts we hear

Examples

So you want him to show more

attention to you



ACTIVE LISTENING TECHNIQUES-REFLECTION OF FEELINGS

Purpose

To show that we understand how he feels

the man against us

To help evaluate or realize your own

feelings when he hears them expressed by  

another person

Example

We reflect the main feelings of the speaker



ACTIVE LISTENING TECHNIQUES-SUMMARISING

Purpose

To report on the progress made

To cover important ideas and facts together

Establish a common framework

for further discussion

How

We emphasize the basic ideas and facts of this,

which we have heard

Example

It seems to me that these are the basic ideas

which you expressed



ACTIVE LISTENING TECHNIQUES-VALIDATION

Purpose

Recognize the importance of the person against you

Recognize the efforts he makes

How

We recognize the importance of the issues raised

and expressed feelings

We recognize the importance of the efforts it makes,

to express what he thinks

How

I appreciate your desire to solve the problem



REWORDING

Changing negative messages

in a more constructive way

Message:

And you are a liar like everyone else

Rewording:

You mean, because of that, that your friends gave 

this information, you tend to disagree with that,

which I say



REWORDING

Turning positions into interests,

the situation is determined within the needs

Message:

I never want to see you again

Rewording

You feel it's hard for the two of us to be together



REWORDING

Change of value-saturated judgments

in more neutral and constructive

Message:

I've never heard anything more stupid

Rewording:

You didn't like what I told you



REWORDING

Changing thoughts in the direction of feelings,

which underlie it

Message:

I want to break his glam

Rewording:

You are terribly angry with him



YOU MESSAGE

Characteristics of the personality of the other

Request for change of behavior - order



I  MESSAGE

I describe specific behavior

How it affects my feelings and behavior

What behavior would I like in the future



ASSERTIVENESS

It takes place constantly

Accompanied by an explanation of what in the behavior 

is worthy of encouragement

There is an interest in the efforts of the other side

The achievement of certain results is encouraged

Current and past achievements are compared

The importance of the efforts made is encouraged and 

assessed

Future success is predicted of the same actions and 

efforts



THE ABILITY TO RESIST REQUIRES

To speak on my behalf

Let's talk about the relationship between the two 

of us

To describe behaviors and feelings

To give understanding and interpretive answers

To check how the other party understands me

To give useful feedback



BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATION

Commands, orders: “As long as you complain,

and point out something specific. "

Warnings, threats:

„Don't say that I will agree

with your proposal to get out of the crisis ".

Moralisation or statements such as "must":

"We have to do this and that together,"

"You have to do your part."



BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATION

Giving advice, decisions:

"It would be good to do so and so,"

"First correct your behavior,

and then let's talk about it. "

Teaching, logical reasoning:

"Let's face it, you're just going to have to do this,

which you did not do ",

"Be smarter if you want to achieve something."

Criticism, accusation, condemnation:

"Your suggestions are frivolous“ "Stop pretending to be 

interesting, but speaks in substance. "



BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATION

Labeling:

"As long as you act like a little boy."

Analysis, interpretation, diagnosis:

"It simply came to our notice then

you just want to get out "

"You're trying to calm your conscience like that."

Praise, positive assessment:


